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Int3 aduction

To secure rational fishlries a great attention is paid to the
mesh size regulation in f: ailing gears. Thus, the minimum 130 mm
mesh size was chosen inste)d of 120 mm, used earlier in the ground-

/fish fishery in the economtc zone of Canada from July 1, 1981. In!
1982 at the IV—th NAFO S)ssion the introduction of the minimum
130 mm mesh size in the wll'ole NAFO zone was proposed by Canada.

The optimum mesh size :s scientifically substantiated on the
ibasis of experimental dete: ination of trawl bag selective charac-

teristics, and estimation q f instantaneous and long—term losses
and profits of catch in col ection with changing of one mesh size

ifor another. It is also ne4essary to take into account the relative
number of small—sized fish in the catch and their retention coef-
ficient.

It is known that the es( apement of each fish species changes
with the mesh size variati1 n.s and their length .-age composition,de-
pends on biological condition of fish caught, technique and tac-
tics of fishing.

A type of chafers and c4ver codends influences the fishes escape-
ment through the bag. The 4ependence of fish escapement on nume-
rous different factors results in considerable variations of the
selective parameters.

As a result, the retent on by trawl bags with larger' mesh size
may 'be higher than that with smaller ones, which presents certain
difficulties in substantial ion of the optimum mesh size. The mate-.



rials presented on the basis of determinations of the trawl bag se-
lectivity with different mesh relative to beaked redfish, Green

land halibut, American plaice, yellowtail flounder and roundnose

grenadier were obtained in the PINRO laboratory of commercial fishe-

17.
The substantiation of the optimum mesh size is considered in

the paper on the basis of retention and escapement of small-

sized fish through trawl bags with different mesh.

Material and methods

The results of the trawl bags selectivity determination obta-

ined on the research vessels of PINRO in the fishing areas of the

Northwest Atlantic were used as materials for the paper. The in-

vestigation was carried out from 1979 to 1981. The trawl bags with

100 - 155 mm mesh size made of double-polyamid yarn (3,1 mm dia-

meter) were tested. Selective characteristics of trawl bags were

determined according to standard methods using the ICES type covers.

An inner mesh size was measured by a wedge-shaped plate 2 mm thick
under pressure of 5 kg load. A set with the identical mesh size

included 7 - 10 valid hauls. The maximum catch did not exceed 5
tons per haul. The results of the experimental works were presen-

ted in Tables and analysed in the form of selectivity curves.

Results

The retention by trawl bags is usually presented by the curves

of selectivity which in the se:oftent of small-sized fish graduall,Y

show a decreasing of retention with their length reduction. In this

case, the selectivity curves would show the growth of small-

sized fish escapement with mesh size increase in trawl bags and

decrease of the relative amount in the eatch.This conclusion is

used in substantiation of mesh size increasing in tra r is as the

measure directed to rational exploitation of fish stocks.

However, for the most fish species the curves of selectivity

plotted according to experimental data in the range of small lengths

shows as a rule a considerable increase of retention with the
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Analysing the curves

their main part tends, a presented in Fig.1 by line 	 to show

the increa 3e of retention. in the range of small-sized fish. The

optimum mesh size was su stantiated on the basis of their escape-

ment and retention. In t s case, the groups of younger fish, the

weight of one specimen ing considerably smaller than that of mid-

dle-aged and older fish may be related to this category.

According to this w le analysing the data on selectivity, the

follo ing maximum fish 1 ngth was considered in characteristics

of escapement and reten ion:

35 cm for G ,inland halibut;

48 am for g readier;

30 cm for A rican plaice and yellowtail flounder;

25 cm for be ked redfish from 3 MI, and 2H Divisions.

Table data are analys d for each species separately. 	 Tables 1,

2 and 3 present the date for beaked redfish.. As is seen, mesh

size variation from 120 to 155 mm does not, practically, cause the

decrease of total numbe of beaked redfish below 25, 27 and 29 cm•

I).

f fish retention increase in the length

y be concluded that for the fish in

n between maximum girth of the fish bo-

erimeter contributes much more to their
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in trawl bag catches (in A).
No marked increase of small sized fish escapement through the

trawl bags is either observed® When using the 100 mm mesh the
beaked redfish amount is about 10 ® 12%® The mean minimum length

of retained fish and the mean maximum length of escaped fish with

the mesh increase from 100 to 155 mm vary slightly. Tables 4 0 5

and 6 present the data for Greenland halibut. It follows from

Tables that under the Greenland halibut fishery conducted on the

shelf where the small-sized fish below 35 cm dwell, their total

umber is 26% in catches of trawl bags with the 117 mm mesh, 11%

with the 127 mm mesh, i.e. it decreases by 15%. In this case the

50% retention is observed® In the area of d continental slope

where fish concentrations are presented by large maturan individu-

als , the mesh size variation from 124 to 133 mm does not, practi-

cally, cha•the percentage of fish below 35 cm in the catches. In

this case the n ber of sft 11-sized fish in catches does not exceed

4,5%, tho h the retention is rather significant ranging from

71,6 to 59,4%. It may be considered, that under the Greenland hali-

but fishery on the continental slope, where the main part of fish

are of commercial length at minimum-allowable mesh size of 12°-

125 mm, the number of fish in catches wilgiot exceed 10-15%. The

minimum le h of retained fish grows with the increase of mesh

size by 1-2 em (from 117 to 127 mm and from 124 to 134 mm). Tables

7-12 present the data for American plaice and yellowtail flounder®

It follows from the tables, that the total number of American

plaice (in %) 25 0 27 and 31 cm long in catches taken with 127 and

134 mm mesh trawl varies slightly (by 2-3%). The amount of small-

sized fish in trawl bags will be

about 9% for all fish below 25 cm long and about 55%

for those 31 cm long at the 31 cm mode of size frequency of caught

fish;

about 40 for all fish below 25 cm long at the 34-37 cm

mode and about 16% for those 31 cm lo

With the mesh size increase from 127 to 134 mm the fish rate

tion may decrease approximate ly , by 'I 5%.

The number of small-sized yellowtail flounder in trawl catches

and the retention of all fish 31 cm lo 	 with the mesh size c n-
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er the substantiation of optimum mesh

cessary to provide the minimum retention

their amount decrease in the catch as one

ditions,

4. As the curves of selectivity for the above fishery objects

show, the increase of fish retention occurs in the length ra

of small—sized fish. The increase of small—sized fish retention

can be explained by such factors as fish low powers, hindrance of

escapement by larger fie resulting from shading of the net and

keeping small—sized fish away from it etc. The increase of reten.
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tion. of small-sized fish leads to low dependence of regular r ri-

ations of escapement and retention of fish from these size groups

on the mesh size i.e. the mesh size increase in certain limits

does not, practically, change retention and escapement of s

sized fish by trawl bags.

5. Under' the specialized beaked redfish fishery in the fis

areas of 3 ML and 2H the optimum mesh size in trawl bags is 100mm

(Nikeshin et: al , 9 MS 1981b). In this case the by-catch of fish

with the length below 25 cm amounts to 12% b, 	 and, the

escapement of fish above 25 cm long is about 10(;5.

The increase of mesh size above 100 mm (from 120 to 1

der the beaked redfish fishery is • not reasonable in the

tioned , as the improvement of the length age composition of

stock structure is not provided in this cases, and escapement of

fish of commercial length: can be above 40%.

Under the minimum-allowable mesh size of 10C.; mm biologically

substantiated annual limitation of the total catch should be

garde d. the most effective measure of redfish fishery re atio in

t areas of 3 ML and 211.

6 The optimum mesh size In trawl bags under the Greenland hali-

but fishery is 120 nun (Chumakov et al.„ MS 1981). In this case the

total amount of fish below 35 cm does not: exceed. 10% under the fishe-

r in the:. continental slope area. The increase Of mesh size fro

124, to 133.•tm, does not, practically change the perce tage of fish •

less than 35 cm long in catches.

7. It is: r6asonabIe to conduct the • specialiZed fishery .for American.

plaice and yellowtail. flounder' . by trawisHwitb. 130 mm esh(Nikeshin

at al. ., MS 1982). This.. recd r endaton is based on the followings the

incrfw aso of mesh size from..127 to 134'. 	 resuls• in the decrease of

t total catch by more than 5%. While fishing off the length siz

concentrations of fish ,. the mode of s hich is within the range of

commercial le h, the small-sized fish amount inn catches taken

with 127 to 134 mm meshed trawls is no more than 15% and changes not

considerably (by 2-3%).

The retention and escapement parameters for yellowtail flounder,

mesh size changing within the range of 127 to 134 mm, are close to

the similar parametens for American plaice.

ii
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8. The opt	 mesh size

120 mm (Bikeshin et al.,
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average and large fish. T]
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REFER
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Table 2 Baked redfish retention by trawls with different
meshes by the results of 7 sets of hauls

moss M. MOO	 Meg M. Ca. Ma. *Wm como *ma Ms. WM

Inner mesh size,
mm

,% of fish retention below . 	 . cm long
IUM, ea0

  

25 27 29
M. .. M.	 eato	 M.	 .. hem .m	 01. M. m.	 Mm	 .. M. M. M. MI.

100	 75,23	 77,57
120	 45,30	 45,0
125	 45,30	 51,07
127	 47,77	 50,17
133	 35,24	 39,20
155	 30,25	 34,29

80,96
53,0
52,96
54,06
46,22
43,00

.. M. M.	 • M.	 M.	 M.

P able 3 Mean minimum length of retained and mean i ximum
length of escaped beaked redfish through trawls
with different meshes

s"Inner mesh size, : Mean minimum length 3Mean maximum length of
nun

18.2 US, mum rals

100	 18	 40
120	 19	 40
125	 20	 42
127	 22	 43
133	 195	 43 , 5 .
155	 21	 42

Mt. O. Mau Isam

Table 4 Greenland halibut percents in trawls with different
meshes by the results of 7 sets of hauls

mom tit.s asaa simie	 OZAM Am. amp am.

   

Shelf Continental slope
	  -1-
Inner mesh : : ,,., of totzl fish :Inn	 : :Inner mesh '7, o1 total fish amountm:aount Deiow ...	 : 'isize, mm	 :cm long in traw	 :sizels	'm	 8 below ... cm long in

:

2829 34-35	 ,	 34-35

117	 11,3	 26, 37	 124	 0932	 4,54
1 27	 3,73	 11,05	 1 27	 0,13	 1,57

133	 0,02	 0,26

of fish retained, cm :fish escaped, cm

s

s



8450117	 48,87
127	 49,04 4722

a 28-29 : 3

71,64
59,35

124
127

53057

Table 6 Mean minimum length
of escaped Greenlan
meshes

of retained and mean maximum length
halibut through trawls with different

Shelf Continental slope

35	 :	 s 2&-29
2

a. 34-35

Inner mesh
size, mm

4f total fish amount in trawls

24- 5 : 26-27	 28-29	 a
	 30-31

Tab1e 5 Greenland halibut re
meshes by the result

ention by trawls with different
of 7 sets of hauls

Shelf Continental slope

  

is- 	
ntion:Inner mesh  % of fish retention:o	 :sizeomm	 : below ...cm long

Inner mesh.% of fish ret
size, mm 

.
:below ... cm
 MED ftiSZ. MD. MO 0.1 anli

  

Inner mesh.Mean mini-.
size, Trim :mum length'

'of fish: retained,
cm

fm
e
f

2an mal Inner Mean mini-:	 :um . mesh	 . mum length
ngth : size, : of fish
fish' itill	 '

:
	: retained,

caped,. cm
1

Mean maximum
length of fish
escaped, cm

a

117	 14-15
127	 14-15

	

2-53
	

124
	

26-27
	

49-50

	

0-51	 127
	

28-29
	

54-55
134	 28-29
	

66-67

Table 7 Percentage of s 11-sized American plaice in trawls
with different m silos in Div. 30 and 3N

                    

INISN. • 4111113* • 4411900 • COW

%

	

1 27
	

8

	

3° 134
	

9,3

	

127
	

2,7

	

3N 134	 499

	16,95
	 35,06	 56,28

	

18,13
	 32,26
	

54,21

	

6,2
	

10,4
	

16,6

	

6,5
	

9.7
	

14,9



	34,1	 41,8

	

22,5	 '	 27,6

- -

127
	

22 2	 28 6

134	 19,4	 195
•

MOM CLOW -.Ida CUM "	 AMID Wan. ...129, '12.1.	 ,Q21.111 , MEW . AU.

311

127 24 0 72 la
.7.,9
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Table 8 Retention of small-sized American plaice by trawls
CUD ,41.1* anz. Woo	 Om.	 41Boe OULU • flUmb iffiais 	 ,atess ALMS aft. Am. Alia. Vas AM.	 Asaelb AnIzeio 	 ONO .1231a •	 lama • • 42.21 • Cann) aztate

Inner .me-eh	 % o.f :fish A•v• -tention below	 :cm :long
lidZe4MM

:2 2	 a	 2	 29	 I-

I •	 ,	 • -49101. :Mew ,altilar iascat fteie Calm .. 41ade :can& •Mas	 41.1130	 •401, att. OM" May,030	 aniffp	 +SIM

Who Atom imam 'VIII= .21:1.11 , • 422111

127	 36,2	 41,0	 47,5
30

134	 23,8	 26,0	 29,2

5396

34,6

. ..47swo

Table 9 Percentage of srnall-sized yellowtail fflounder in
tma,ls with different meshes in Div. •3N

daft GPM ONO One Ms* CND seam 4gan. Was ana, 1010 ge► • OEM	 .elaamens 01.1. 1.M	 am.	 1.61. 'vac •asa..

Inner meth ,c7, of total fish amount in -trawls
size,, lam a .- -2-4z5-72- 1.--E;29. 	75:27	 To-73.1" 

*MI Cato 6. 4.00. "eft

45N1 • ..8.10, ,gym .,42gas	 ,SIXD .0o 469116+ MUD .	 • cam • 0.0 • MO MAO Mon ,	 632. 01.	 alaft VII. • allED • Cal. RZED

127	 3075	 11,74	 23-5? •	 31 29

134	 3 43	 3997
	

17969
	

24,20

Table 10 Retention of small-sized yell tail flounder
by trawls in Div. 3N

61:10 4WD @Aft Cint. ••• WOO “1601,	 Ma =WM 401764 43a.	 • Caw

Inner
size,

evinEa	 sm. vasa amp 4was

(7., of fish retention below ... cm long'
2	 25 224-iip c? 1 2.6..29	 3v..3i

MM.	 0.260 Celz. ,61129.

stasis • 41111:16 eattN8 •• ■611199a -CZ.* 4137.1a vaate.	 .ors. • comas	 .co.v.

43:9:5	 48 p 9

1 34	 2390
	

28,4
	

348
	

3994

Table 11	 an minimum lencth of mettained and mean ma	 length
of escaped American plaice through trawls with different

meshes

etsav • traseles iSadili • Aitei, • • Criii11115	 d11,2l. • afseS, Emma .. .Ms atlas. 441.1. •Valt. ei:esco	 <matisa, 	 "SS CM. • .12. .rxrD CaID:o due Vag,	 .13Ms.	 atgal cuel. Er=

Inner mesh 2 T.Pean minimum .le h	 Islean maximum length of

aim/,I ADM 2 of fish retained cm	 fish e
Csosa	 ago ea. ars. mata

ped,
AMP , catst. <5.044, OM CM= .111. CUM

127
	

14-17 • 	 38-39

134
	 14-17
	

3839



Table 12 an	 mum le,: of retained and mean maximum length
of escaped yellowt it flounder through trawls with
diffe ant meshes

432. OEM ems

Inner mesh s Mean
size, mm s of fish

	

127	 14-17

	

- 134	 14-17

:	 an maximum length of fish
retained, em t escaped , cm

36-37

34-35

imam length

Table 13 Percenta af row dnose grenadier belo fishing length in trawl
with different me hes

Inner mesh size, s

min

of total fish amount below
50 cm in trawls

411•00 01•010 .11.1 CMS 41MID

117
134

33026
16,37

Table 14 Retention of round ose grenadier below fishing length in
trawls with diffe c ant meshes

Inner mesh size, am % of fish retention below .. . cm long
MEW Oars .180490 OM* GUM CISISD SIMID MKS etea MUD =PM .00 MO 4111IMP 03.1* MAD MIND CM eft. Mel

74,41

67,48
117

134

Table 15 Mean minimum length
escaped roundnose g
meshes

of retained and mean maximum length of
nadier through trawls with different

mum length of s
ined, cm

Mean maximum length of
fish escaped, cm

Mean minInner mesh : fish ret
size, mm &

117	 18-2 1	 7&-80
127	 15-178-80
134	 21-2 ►	 7577 
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F' 1. Selectivity curves*

I — by exper ent l data;

2 — simplifi form®

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 em

Fig. 2. Curves of beaked redfish retentio for trawl bags

with different meshes.

( Nos of curves correspond to the inner mesh size

1 — 100 mutt 2 — 120 rim; 3 - 125 m; 4 — 127 'an;

- 127 mm; 6 — 133 vim; 7 133 mm; 8 — 155 ran.

Cm
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